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Protecting your family, your home and your privacy from increasing cyber threats.
While the increasing usage of computers, smart phones, and media-streaming devices have enabled you to 

connect to a variety of essential online services, they have also increased your vulnerabilities to cyberattacks 

and fraud.

In the event of a cyber security incident, you need more than credit monitoring and identity theft support. You 

need the expertise and experience of a cyber response team to react quickly when security fails.

NetGuard® SELECT from Tokio Marine HCC is a 

unique, comprehensive cyber insurance policy to 

protect you and your family from emerging cyber 

threats including:

Introducing NetGuard® SELECT

CYBER EXTORTION

RANSOMWARE

CYBER CRIME

ONLINE FRAUD

CYBER BULLYING

PERSONAL DATA EXPOSURE AND LOSS

Insuring Your Digital Lifestyle

From online shopping and banking to social media and mobile smart home applications, your devices hold 

valuable information that hackers can use to steal data or money, engage in identity theft, or even gain access 

to your home. Are you protected if your data or devices are compromised?

Cyber Extortion



In addition to state-of-the-art insurance coverage, NetGuard® SELECT policyholders also have access to CyberScout’s 

industry-leading identity protection, fraud detection and dark web monitoring services to fight evolving cyber risks.  

This comprehensive suite of risk management services includes: 

Financial transaction monitoring and alerts

Online Cyber Knowledge Center

Dark Web monitoring and alerts

Personal Cyber Risk Assessment tools

Online Privacy and ID Theft prevention guides

Proactive Privacy Protection

With your NetGuard® SELECT policy, you’ll have access to expert advice and consultation on a range of cyber security 

and identity management concerns.  Should you become a victim of identity theft or fraud, your personal Privacy 

Advocate at CyberScout acts as your dedicated case manager and will investigate, follow up, and escalate 

procedures to ensure a rapid restoration of your personal information.

Bringing together the best of cyber insurance with world-class personal cyber support services, NetGuard® SELECT 

is designed to prevent, protect and provide expert support for you and your family.

Contact your insurance agent for details and to apply for NetGuard® SELECT.

NetGuard® SELECT Personal Privacy Advocate
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